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Abstract
Several studies have investigated xanthan-guar gum (XG-GG), xanthan-locust bean gum
(XG-LBG), and xanthan-konjac glucomannan (XG-KGM) blends but little attention has been paid
to the physical interactions between the hydrocolloids on a molecular basis. This requires a
consistent sample preparation. Often, LBG is heated up to dissolve completely and then xanthan is
added, whereas mixtures with guar gum are prepared at room temperature. To understand the
synergy during gelation it is necessary to investigate the xanthan-hydrocolloid solutions in the
non-heated state because it sets and controls the preferred initial conditions for the given
interactions by chain stiffness, charge and polarity under different concentrations
In this first part of the publication we focused on blends which are all prepared at room
temperature and analysed the molecular interaction in these cold mixed systems. Regarding this,
we used Rheology and AFM measurements to characterise the single molecules and the mixing
behavior and synergism of the blends. We found, that the cold mixed systems are not stable at
room temperature and show a phase separation after one and two days, according to the sample,
but are stable when stored at 4 ◦ C. Further, these mixing and demixing properties are highly
corresponding to the synergism. Blends with xanthan-guar gum with the weakest mixing
properties show the weakest synergism, whereas xanthan-konjac blends with a good mixing
behavior exhibit the highest synergism. From the AFM micrographs it was observed that XG-KGM
gave most homogeneous mixtures, whereas XG-LBG and XG-GG showed strong phase separation.
Based on our experimental results and the characteristics of the molecules such as molecular size,
shape and side chains we propose molecular models to explain the physical interactions in these
systems which are supported by atomic force microscopy.

1. Introduction
Xanthan gum (XG), guar gum (GG), locust bean gum (LBG) and konjac glucomannan (KGM) are common
ingredients used to optimise the viscoelastic properties of food, body and care products. They are used in
body and dental care products, pharmaceutical products and in food industry for e.g. sauces, dressings,
bakery products, beverages, desserts and ice cream to adjust the viscosity of the product [1]. The
understanding of molecular interactions requires multiscale details of the polymers, i.e. their local molecular
structure on monomer scales and their behavior of mesoscales.
Xanthan gum is a strongly negatively charged polymer with a high molecular weight and is produced by
the microorganism Xanthomonas campestris in a fermentation process. It can be hydrated in cold water and
forms viscous liquids with a pseudoplastic flow behaviour [2]. It has a rigid structure which helps to retain
the viscosity even under heating and is stable over a wide pH range and tolerant of high salt concentrations.
[3, 4]
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd
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The galactomannans guar gum and locust bean gum and the glucomannan konjac are extracted from
plants, meaning from the seeds of the guar plant, the seeds of the locust-tree and from the tuber of the devil’s
tongue. They are neutral but polar polysaccharides with a high molecular weight. Like Xanthan they are
hydratable in water, but LBG needs to be heated to be completely soluble. [5, 6]
Xanthan gum shows macroscopically synergistic effects with GG, LBG and KGM when mixed together,
i.e. the combination of the two components exhibits a higher increase of the viscosity as expected for the
addition of the properties of the single components. Cohesive, thermoreversible gels are formed with LBG
and KGM, the blend with GG exhibits thickening effects. [7–9]
Like cellulose, xanthan gum consists of a backbone of β-(1→4)-D-glucose units. Every second glucose
molecule has a side chain of two mannose residues with a glucuronic acid residue between them. The
mannose residue closer to the backbone has an acetyl group at its C-6 position, the more distant mannose
residue has a pyruvate group between its C-4 and C-6 atom [10, 11]. The content of acetate and pyruvate
groups varies according to fermentation conditions. They are typically at 30%–40% for pyruvate groups and
between 60%–70% for acetyl groups [12], but the groups also can be removed [13, 14].
The galactomannans locust bean gum and guar gum are composed of a linear chain of (1→4) linked
β-D-mannopyranosyl units with (1→6)-α-D-galactopyranosyl residues as side chains. The ratios of
mannose to galactose and the distribution of the side chains are different. Guar gum has a ratio of 2:1
mannose:galactose and a random distribution of the side chains [15–17]. LBG has a ratio of 4:1 but here the
galactose residues occur in blocks, meaning that LBS has ‘smooth’ and ‘hairy’ regions [18, 19].
Cairns et al found that it is necessary to heat the mixture above the helix-coil transition temperature of
xanthan and let it cool down to form gels. [20, 21] The present studies confirm this observation and we will
discuss our results of the heated gels in the second part of the publication. The aim of this work is to
characterise the molecular interactions of different xanthan gums in a mixture with guar gum, locust bean
gum and konjac glucomannan in non-heated systems. Special focus is set on the fact that these systems are all
prepared at room temperature and that the mixed systems do not undergo any further heating as it is the case
in many other publications. At higher temperature a conformational change of xanthan gum and konjac
glucomannan is assumed, which alters the gelation process significantly.
In this part of the publication we investigated the behaviour of the ‘cold gelled systems’ and analysed the
molecular interactions in these non-heated systems. We propose a model of the interactions between
xanthan and mannan based on our results. For our investigation we characterised the single components and
the mixed systems by rheology and atomic force microscopy. Different types of xanthan gum were used to
study the influence of the molecular structure on the interactions. In different other studies rheology was
also used to characterise the interaction between xanthan and mannans, e.g. by determining the viscosity, the
dynamic modulus, and storage modulus [7, 9, 22–25]. In this study we performed amplitude sweeps and
focused on the storage (G’) and loss moduli (G”) of the systems. With these parameter we get insight in the
inner structure of the hydrogels and can provide conclusions about breaking behavior and network
structures of the hydrogels. Teckentrupp & Al-Hammood et al and Moffat et al used AFM to study the
conformation and secondary structure of xanthan molecules. They show that xanthan exhibits a
double-stranded helical form but also a single-stranded disordered form depending on the chemical
composition of the xanthan gum. [26, 27] Based on their methods we prepared our samples for the single
components and the xanthan-mannan mixtures for the AFM measurements.
In the second part of the paper, the heated systems are in the focus of interest. We characterised the
gelling process of the different mixtures and the influence of salt to the gelation. Also here, we propose a
model of the interactions between the molecules explaining the gelation.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Samples and preparation
The xanthan samples were obtained from Jungbunzlauer Ladenburg GmbH in Germany. Xanthan gum 1
(XG1) possessed no further modification, xanthan gum 2 (XG2) contained less pyruvate-groups than the
unmodified xanthan and was shorter than the two other xanthans, and xanthan gum 3 (XG3) contained
marginally less acetyl-groups. Locust bean gum (VIDOGUM L 175), guar gum (VIDOGUM G200 I), and
konjac glucomannan (VIDOGUM KJ-II) were received from UNIPEKTIN AG, Eschenz, Switzerland.
The hydrocolloids were dissolved in a concentration of 0.5% w w−1 while considering the moisture
content of the sample. The moisture content was determined by a halogen moisture analyser (Mettler-Toledo
HR83) in a triple determination and the amount of sample was calculated by the following equation for a
total volume of 10 g:
mx =
2

0.5 % ∗ 10 g
100 % − MC %
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(mx —mass of xanthan, MC—moisture content).
The samples were weighed with a precision of ± 0.0002 g to reduce variations in rheology measurements.
The samples were dissolved in Milli-Q water to avoid any salt effects and stirred overnight (XG 350 rpm,
mannans 500 rpm) at room temperature to dissolve completely. Since locust bean gum is partly insoluble in
cold water, the sample was heated up to 90 ◦ C–95 ◦ C for 10 min and then stirred overnight. Locust bean
gum, guar gum and konjac glucomannan were centrifuged at 10 350 rpm (15 090 g) for 20 min to remove cell
residues.
The mixed solutions were prepared in different ratios with the solved samples as described above and
stirred for 5 min at 1200 rpm without any additional heating at room temperature. The blends were
incubated for 30 min to ensure a full formation of the hydrogel.
2.2. Rheology
To analyse and compare the synergistic effect of the mixtures of XG with GG, LGB and KGM amplitude
sweeps of the blends at different ratios were conducted. The samples are expected to show a linear region of
storage and loss modulus followed by a decrease when the inner structure breaks. In addition, the samples
should exhibit different values for the moduli according to the system and synergistic interactions. A
Discovery HR-3 Rheometer of TA instruments was used for the measurements. The blends were measured
with a cone-plate geometry of 40 mm in diameter, a cone angle of 2◦ and a shearing gap of 56 µm from tip of
the cone to the plate. To determine the storage modulus G’ and loss modulus G” of the samples an amplitude
sweep was measured in a triple determination for each blend and ratio. In order not to disturb the hydrogel
structure the samples were placed on the geometry with a spoon and any overflowing sample material was
carefully removed with a spatula. The measurements were done at 25 ◦ C with a soak time of 120 s, frequency
of f = 1 Hz, shear strain of γ = 0.02–10 000%, and 10 points per decade in a logarithmic sweep. The limit of
the LVE region was determined with a tolerance range of deviation for G’ of 5%.
2.3. AFM
AFM measurements were performed to visualise the size and conformation of the individual molecules and
to gain insight into the distribution of the different molecules in the mixtures.
The samples for AFM measurements were diluted to a concentration of 10 µg ml−1 , pipetted onto a
freshly cleaved mica plate, incubated for 30 s to allow the molecules to adhere on the surface and then dried
under a gentle flow of argon to ensure that the surface of the droplet is not affected [26]. The topographical
imaging was done using a Torsion TUNA 2 Multimode V by Bruker with an EVLR scanner in tapping mode.
The cantilevers OTESPA, with a resonance frequency of f = 300 kHz, a spring constant of 42 N m−1 and
aluminium coating, were also received from Bruker. The images were scanned with a resolution of 512 × 512
pixels and the scan rate was varied between 0.5 and 0.8 Hz according to the sample. The apparent persistence
length of XG and the contour length of the mannans were determined using ImageJ. Some of the selected
sections or molecules are marked and shown in the images in part 2.1.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. AFM pictures of the single components
Figure 1 shows AFM pictures of the different xanthan types. Due to the sample preparation the molecules are
projected from a 3D dimension into a 2D surface. This may cause some exaggerated stretching of the
molecule during the adhesion on the mica surface but the general features of the molecule are maintained
and allow a comparison of the rigidity and flexibility of the molecules. The polymer chains seem to have rigid
areas but also exhibit a certain flexibility which can be seen in the curved structures. As the molecules are
forced into a 2D conformation and are not in their natural state an apparent persistence length was
determined for a relative comparison of the stiffness of the molecules. The measured lengths are listed in
table 1. The rigidity of the structures was determined by calculating the minimal apparent persistence length.
This value represents the earliest possibility for the polymer chain to change its orientation. As can be seen in
table 1 the most rigid structure was found in the samples made with XG2 with less pyruvate groups. This
observation also confirms the previous results on mechanical properties of the three xanthan types; XG1 and
XG3 exhibiting a semi-flexible and XG2 showing a rigid structure [28].
Figure 2 exhibits the corresponding AFM images of the samples prepared with the aforementioned
galacto- and glucomannans. Table 2 lists the calculated contour lengths. However, due to the small number
of measured molecules these numbers offer a rather rough comparison of the structural dimensions. Guar
gum is a comparatively long and flexible molecule, whereas locust bean gum and konjac glucomannan are
considerably shorter and more rigid.
3
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Figure 1. AFM pictures of the different xanthan types. All of them have stiff and flexible domains as indicated directly in the
pictures by scale lines.

Table 1. Apparent persistence length of XG1, XG2 and XG3.

Average (nm)
Standard deviation (nm)
Minimum (nm)
Maximum (nm)

XG1

XG2

XG3

130
121
42
678

138
52
61
258

163
108
37
607

Figure 2. AFM pictures of guar gum, locust bean gum and konjac glucomannan. Guar gum is a very flexible and long molecule,
whereas locust bean gum and konjac glucomannan are shorter and more rigid.

3.2. Mixing and demixing behaviour of xanthan-mannan blends
During the sample preparation it was observed that the blends are not thermodynamically stable at room
temperature and separate after a certain time.
Figure 3 shows blends of xanthan with LBG, GG and KGM as freshly prepared samples and after a period
of one and two days. The samples were stained with toluidine blue for a better visibility. The separation of
4
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Table 2. Contour length of guar gum, locust bean gum and konjac glucomannan.

Average (nm)
Standard deviation (nm)
Minimum (nm)
Maximum (nm)

Guar gum

Locust bean gum

Konjac glucomannan

1670
1312
516
3532

98
55
35
238

189
188
43
770

Figure 3. Blends of xanthan with LBG, GG and KGM, stained with toluidine blue for a better visibility.

xanthan-guar gum (XG-GG) is visible to the naked eye after 1 d, xanthan-locust bean gum (XG-LBG) and
xanthan-konjac glucomannan (XG-KGM) after 2 d.
The picture in figure 4 shows xanthan-guar blend in different ratios, demonstrating that the demixing is
independent from the ratio of the blends and the pure KGM sample stained with toluidine blue does not
separate like the mixtures. Therefore, the separation of the blends is not based on floating of the dye. The
phases of the blends had different textures after several days. The picture on the right side in figure 5
demonstrates the changed properties/textures of XG-KGM after 17 d.
5
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Figure 4. Phase separation of XG-KGM in various ratios. The samples were stained with toluidine blue for better visibility.

Figure 5. Separation and different textures of the phases of XG-KGM. The transparent phase has viscoelastic, the stained phase
liquid properties. The sample was stained with toluidine blue for better visibility.

Samples stored at 4 ◦ C did not separate even after some weeks. This means that although at room
temperature the blends are not at a thermodynamic equilibrium, the Brownian motion of the molecules is
heavily constrained at lower temperatures, thus leading to a more stable blend.
Figure 6(a) shows the storage and loss moduli of XG1-GG in a ratio of 50:50 after specified times at room
temperature. The blend is stable for 10 h at room temperature, as can be seen in the graph. After 20 h there is
a significant decrease of the storage modulus. The blend of XG2-GG is also stable for a period of 10 h at
room temperature and shows a similar decrease of the storage modulus after 20 h (figure 7(a)). The
properties of the blend change and the mixture exhibits a more viscous character. Consequently, all the
following measurements were conducted between 30 min to 10 h after sample preparation, thus keeping the
measurements in the rheologically stable range.
In order to compare the stability of the blends over a prolonged period of time at different temperatures,
freshly prepared samples were refrigerated at 4 ◦ C and measured at stated times. As can be seen in figures
6(b) and 7(b) on the right the storage and loss moduli remain unchanged after this period. This confirms the
previous results on blend stability at low temperatures.
3.3. Rheology of xanthan-mannan blends
Figure 8 shows examples for amplitude sweeps for the blends of xanthan 1 with guar gum, locust bean gum
and konjac glucomannan at the ratio of the highest synergism. The moduli of XG1-GG show a linear
behaviour followed by a decline. XG1-LBG and XG1-KGM exhibit a small hump in the loss modulus. This is
an indication for a network structure in these blends. These humps occur when parts of the molecular
6
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Figure 6. (a) Storage and loss moduli of XG1-GG after different times at room temperature. The storage modulus decreases after a
certain time. (b) Storage and loss moduli of XG1-GG after different times stored at 4 ◦ C. The moduli remain constant.

Figure 7. (a) Storage and loss moduli of XG2-GG after different times at room temperature. The storage modulus decreases after a
certain time. (b) Storage and loss moduli of XG2-GG after different times stored at 4 ◦ C. The moduli remain constant.

structure defined by the dissolved polymers are destroyed before the internal structure breaks down
completely and is typical for gels or high concentrated dispersions with a force network. This happens due to
the relative movement of molecules, free chain ends, flexible side chains, long network bridges, or
agglomerates which are not substantially embedded in the network [29]. Before the rearrangement of the
polymers under high elongations, the entangled and interacting macromolecules need to be cooperatively
moved and reorientated, consequently the viscos part increases, before getting lowered again.
Figure 9 displays the storage and loss moduli of the different xanthan blends XG-GG, XG-LBG, and
XG-KGM as a function of the xanthan content.
For the xanthan blends with guar gum there is an increase of the storage modulus for all mixing ratios
compared to the pure components. The blends of XG3-GG show the highest synergism, followed by XG1-GG
and XG2-GG. However, there are no significant differences between the different ratios. For XG2-GG the
storage modulus rises to 7 Pa, for XG1-GG up to 12 Pa, and for XG3-GG up to 18 Pa, starting at 2 Pa for pure
guar gum. Therefore, the storage modulus of the blend is influenced by that of the xanthan. XG2 with the
lowest storage modulus shows the weakest synergism and XG3 with the highest G’ shows the largest
enhancement. This seems consistent with the fact that XG2 consists of smaller and more rigid molecules than
XG1 and XG3, thus leading to less interaction between XG2 and the flexible guar gum [28]. Furthermore,
XG3 contains less acetate groups than XG1 and XG2. According to current understanding, the acetate groups
stabilise the helix structure of xanthan by hydrogen bridge bonds [12, 30]. Thus, if some of the groups are
missing the helix is destabilised, leading to a more flexible xanthan molecule. This in turn improves the
interaction with guar gum. Additionally, the XG3 is the largest xanthan with the highest molecular weight,
7
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Figure 8. Amplitude-Sweeps of XG1-GG (orange), XG1-LBG (blue), and XG1-KGM (purple) to show the inner structure of the
samples.

which allows more entanglements with the guar molecules. Compared to the other mannan systems, the
blends with guar gum have the weakest synergism.
The blends with LBG show a higher synergism with an increase of the storage modulus. Starting at 0.2 Pa
for pure LBG it increases up to 30 Pa for XG1-LGB, 48 Pa for XG3-LBG, and 79 Pa for XG2-LBG. Compared
with the XG-GG blends, the mixtures with LBG exhibit a distinct maximum of the synergistic effect at a ratio
of 10:90 for XG3-LBG and 20:80 for XG1-LBG and XG2-LBG. This is an indication for better, or more,
specific interactions between xanthan and LBG. A possible explanation for this behavior is the fact that the
LBG has less side chains than guar gum, leading to less steric hindrance and improved interactions between
the backbones of the LBG and xanthan molecules by hydrogen bonds or van der Waals bonds.
The blends of XG-KGM exhibit the highest synergism effect. The storage moduli rise from 5 Pa for pure
KGM up to 185 Pa, 212 Pa and 214 Pa for XG1, XG3 and XG2 respectively. As the storage moduli are of equal
dimension, it appears that the KGM is the dominating part of the synergism. The blends with KGM also
show a specific maximum for the storage moduli at a ratio of 20:80 for XG1-KGM and XG3-KGM, and 40:60
for XG2-KGM. Thus, it could be concluded that there are more specific interactions between xanthan and
konjac than between xanthan and guar gum or LBG. This also supports the assumed interactions between
the backbones of the xanthan and mannan molecules. Because konjac contains very few side chains, the
interactions between the backbones are better than between xanthan and guar gum or LBG, hence showing a
bigger synergism.
Figure 10 illustrates the interactions via hydrogen bonds between the xanthan backbone and the
backbones of the mannans as described above. In guar gum the side chains are arranged in triplets or pairs
with a random distribution and therefore exhibit poor interactions with xanthan. LBG and konjac both show
a higher binding capacity with xanthan due to less flexibility and the lower number of the side chains in LBG
and the few side chains in konjac.
3.4. AFM experiments of xanthan-mannan blends
Figures 11–13 show the AFM images of selected XG-mannan blends. The necessary dilution of the samples to
conduct the AFM measurements reduces the viscosity rigorous because there are much less molecules to
interact, but the general type of chemical interaction, such as H-bonds, is not affected. The AFM images are a
projection of the 3D structure of the hydrogels into the 2D structure. So the images give a good indication of
the molecule distribution within the samples and support the rheology data and our models of interaction.
The results of rheology and AFM are not directly comparable with each other as in rheology the 3D structure
is examined and AFM depicts a 2D structure of the sample. The results from rheology show the same
behaviour of the blends XG-GG, XG-LBG, and XG-KGM within their system. Thus for the AFM
measurements the assumption was made that the blends are also comparable within their group to get an
overall picture.
8
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Figure 9. Storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli of (a) XG-GG (orange, (b) XG-LBG (blue), and (c) XG-KGM (purple) as a function
of the xanthan content.

The pictures of the xanthan-mannan blends are shown in figure 11. The mixture of xanthan with guar
gum exhibits large areas of molecules with a clear-cut structure which can be assigned to xanthan. The large
areas with an undefined or ‘cloudy’ shape can be attributed to mannan. The heterogeneous distribution of
these areas reveals the poor miscibility of xanthan and guar gum. The rod-like, rigid structure of xanthan and
9
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Figure 10. Schematic illustration of the interactions between xanthan and the mannan backbones with the different amount of
side chains. From left to right: XG-GG, XG-LBG, and XG-KGM. Xanthan is represented as dark blue rigid rods. GG is shown as a
flexible orange line, and LBG and KGM are shown as cyan and violet semi-flexible lines respectively. The size of the molecules is
not to scale.

Figure 11. AFM pictures XG-GG (10 µg ml−1 ).

the flexible guar molecule are not compatible. The entropy driven demixing of the system is expedited by the
flexibility and high dynamic of guar gum molecules. The image of XG2-GG shows mainly structures which
can be assigned to the xanthan and no obvious areas of guar gum. This seems to be another indication for the
heterogeneous distribution of the rigid xanthan and flexible guar molecules.
The blends with locust bean gum show a heterogeneous distribution as well but the different phases are
better mixed (figure 12). Several factors contribute to this behavior. The shape of the LBG molecules are
more rigid in comparison with guar gum. Xanthan molecules are very constrained in their movement
(jamming effect) due to their negative charge. The neutral LBG molecules are not restricted the same way
but, however, due to their semi-flexible nature their mobility is slightly reduced. Therefore the entropic
demixing is slower than in the XG-GG blends.
The images for XG-KGM display a more homogeneous distribution of the molecules (figure 13). This
can also be explained by the similarity of the shapes of the molecules and thereby leading to better
miscibility. Similar to the XG-LBG blends the demixing is slower. This could be decelerated furthermore by
hydrogen bridge bonds or van der Waals interactions between xanthan and konjac molecules.
Concluding from the AFM pictures, we propose the following model for the molecular distribution of
the xanthan and galacto- or glucomannan within their respective mixtures (figure 14). A blend of xanthan
and guar gum consists of large, more or less separate phases with only xanthan or guar gum molecules. As
the guar gum molecules are neutral and very flexible they do not exhibit a jamming transition like the
rod-like, negatively charged xanthan. The high dynamics of the guar molecules promote the entropy-driven
demixing of the system and the incompatibility of the molecules in these blends. The short and semi-flexible
10
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Figure 12. AFM pictures XG-LBG (10 µg ml−1 ).

Figure 13. AFM pictures XG-KGM (10 µg ml−1 ).

LBG molecules allow a better miscibility but areas where one type of molecule dominates strongly also exist.
The konjac molecules are also semi-flexible and short, although larger than LBG, and show a full/complete
mixing. Due to the more rod-like structure of both the LBG and konjac the mobility of the molecules is
limited and the phase separation decelerated.
3.5. LVE range of the mixtures
The behaviour of the LVE ranges also confirms our model proposed above. The mixtures with XG-GG show
a long LVE range close to the LVE region of the individual components (figure 15 (a)). This blend consists of
large areas of molecules of the same type and thus acts like the individual components in these areas. At the
few phase boundaries there are ‘heterogeneous’ interactions between the molecules via hydrogen bridge
bonds. These are easily broken under shear, which in turn reduces the LVE-range.
The mixtures with LBG have a better mixing of the molecules, i.e. less areas with a homogeneous
molecular distribution and more phase boundaries, causing a faster disruption of the inner structure under
shear.
11
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Figure 14. Scheme of the distribution of the molecules in xanthan-mannan blends. Xanthan is represented as dark blue rigid rods,
guar gum as orange flexible twine, locust bean gum as cyan semi-flexible rod, as konjac glucomannan as violet semi-flexible rod.
The size of the molecules is not true to scale.

Figure 15. LVE-Range of the mixtures and schematic behaviour under shear. The more phase boundaries and therefore
interactions between the different molecules, the shorter the LVE-range.

Finally, the konjac mixtures show a very good mixing behaviour with the shortest LVE-range. Here there
are many phase boundaries and hydrogen bonds between the different molecules which can be broken very
easily.

12
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4. Conclusion
In this study we investigated xanthan-guar gum, xanthan-locust bean gum, and xanthan-konjac
glucomannan blends with a consistent cold sample preparation. The physicochemical properties of the
mixtures were analysed with rheology measurements and AFM measurements which give a complete new
insight in the molecular distribution of the blends. On the basis of these results we obtained a better
understanding of the molecular interactions of the molecules.
The observed phase separation of the xanthan-mannan blends implies that the interactions of the cold
mixed hydrocolloids are not permanent. Weak physicals gels are formed with hydrogen bridge bonds and van
der Waals interactions between the molecules on the one hand, and an entropy driven tendency to separate
on the other.
This effect is the strongest for XG-GG blends. The rod-like xanthan and the large and flexible GG
molecules are incompatible and scarcely interact with each other. Therefore, the molecules show a
heterogeneous distribution with large areas of the polysaccharides of the same type. Thus, we propose an
interaction mechanism between the backbones of the polysaccharides. The numerous side chains of GG
further impede these interactions. Thus, XG-GG mixtures show only a weak synergism in increasing the
storage modulus of the blend.
The short and semi-flexible LGB molecules can better mix with the rod-like xanthan, leading to a better
miscibility and less or smaller areas of molecules of the same type. The amplitude sweeps of XG-LBG indicate
a network structure and the enhancement of the storage modulus attains a maximum at a certain ratio. LBG
contains less side chains than GG, therefore it is less sterically hindered and can interact better with xanthan
via hydrogen bridge and van der Waals bonds.
KGM is also a semi-flexible molecule and shows good mixing properties with xanthan. This and the small
number of side chains allow a better interaction and lead to the best synergism effects in the XG-KGM
blends. This is also supported by the network structure shown by the rheology, and the better stability at
room temperature for XG-KGM blends compared to XG-LBG and XG-GG.
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